This series of studies explored the extent to which the gross shape of the onset spectrum is used by the listener for the identification of place of articulation in initial stop consonants. Synthetic stimuli were generated with onset formant frequencies appropriate to the syllables [bo bi bu do di du] and with the gross shape of the onset spectrum manipulated to be appropriate for either alveolar consonants or labial consonants. Stimuli were presented for identification and discrimination. In addition, adaptation effects of stimuli containing appropriate frequency and shape and incompatible frequency and shape were explored on a place-of-articulation onset continuum. Although identification performance was determined by onset frequency rather than gross shape of the spectrum, presentation of stimuli in which shape was inconsistent with frequency reduced identification performance. Further, subjects could discriminate stimuli which varied only in spectral shape. Finally, significantly less adaptation was found for a [do] onset with a labial spectrum shape than a [do] onset with an alveolar spectrum shape. These results suggest that although the invariant properties residing in the gross shape of the onset spectrum may serve as a classificatory framework for the phonetic dimensions of natural language, they may not provide the primary perceptual attributes for place of articulation in ongoing speech processing.
INTRODUCTION
There are three principal components to recent claims that there is acoustic invariance for place of articulation in initial stop consonants (Stevens and Blumstein, 1977 ; Blumstein and Stevens, 1981 ). The first is that there are invariant properties which can be derived directly from the acoustic signal, and these properties correspond to the phonetic dimensions found in natural language; the second is that the invariant properties for place of articulation reside in the first 20-odd ms of the signal; and the third is that the invariant property for place of articulation is the gross shape of the spectrum at stimulus onset. Data from both the acoustic analysis of natural speech and results from speech perception experiments have been used to support this view. In particular, spectral analyses of the onset characteristics of natural speech utterances have indicated that labial consonants can be characterized by the diffuse-falling or diffuse-flat property, alveolar consonants by the diffuse-rising property, and velar consonants by the compact property, and that these derived properties are found independent of the particular vowel context in which the utterance occurs. These results were obtained using a relatively static representation based on the gross shape of the spectrum in a single time frame of analysis of 25.6-ms duration (Blumstein and Stevens, 1979) , as well as by using a time-varying representation looking at the spectrum over a longer time frame or window of analysis (Searle et al., 1979; Searle et al., 1980; KewleyPort, 1980) . Perception experiments with natural speech as well as synthetic speech stimuli have shown that listeners can identify place of articulation in stimuli containing only the release burst and the first few tens of milliseconds of glottal pulsing. Although performance of subjects improves as longer durations of the stimuli are presented (Blumstein and Stevens, 1980 ; Kewley-Port, 1980), performance is well above chance even with stimuli as short as 20 or so ms in duration. Blumstein and Stevens (1980) hypothesized that the perceptual decisions of the subjects for place of articulation are in fact based on the extraction of the invariant properties relating to the gross shape of the onset spectrum. However, in all of these studies, not only did the spectral shape of the stimuli vary, but so did the onset frequencies of the vowel formants. That is, each stimulus contained the appropriate invariant property as well as formant frequency characteristics associated with its particular place of articulation and vowel environment. Because both shape and frequency were always associated, it is not clear whether the subjects' responses were in fact based upon the gross shape of the onset spectrum or upon the formant-frequency characteristics of the stimuli.
It was the object of this research to determine the extent to which the invariant properties residing in the gross shape of the onset spectrum contribute to the perception of the place-of-articulation phonetic dimension. To this end, we synthesized brief stimuli containing onset formant frequencies appropriate to the syllables [bo bi bu do di du] in which the formant transitions of the second and higher formants were constant throughout, and manipulated the onset spectrum to be appropriate for either alveolar consonants (diffuse-rising) or labial consonants (diffuse-falling). The obtained stimuli then either contained both onset formant frequencies and shapes that were appropriate to a given consonant in a particular vowel environment, or they were appropriate in frequency but inappropriate in shape. Because the higher formant transitions were steady throughout, we were able to assess the perceptual effects of onset formant frequencies and spectral shape independent of formant motions. In experiment I, these stimuli were presented to listeners for both identification and discrimination. If it is the case that the gross shape of the onset spectrum provides invariant properties corresponding to the phonetic dimensions for place of articulation, then subjects should perceive all stimuli containing the diffuse-rising property as alveolar consonants and all stimuli containing the diffuse-falling property as labial consonants, regardless of the onset formant frequencies of the stimuli.
I. EXPERIMENT I A. Methods
Ten subjects participated in this experiment. All were native English speakers and had no known hearing impairment.
Stimuli were generated using a computer simulation of a terminal analog speech synthesizer in which the tuned circuits for the vowel-generating portion were connected in parallel, and thus individual control of formant amplitudes could be effected (Klatt, 1980) . The sampling rate for the synthesizer output was 10 kHz and the output was low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of about 4500 Hz. All stimuli Table II shows the input bandwidth and amplitude characteristics of the five formants used for the synthesis of the 12 stimuli. Thus there was a total of 12 stimuli, six in which both formant frequencies and shapes were appropriate to a particular place of articulation in a given vowel context, and six in which the onset frequencies were appropriate but the spectral shape was inappropriate. Figure 1 shows the short-time spectra of the stimuli containing onset frequencies appropriate to [b] in the environment of [• i u] with the appropriate diffuse-falling and inappropriate diffuse-rising spectral shape. These spectra were derived by LPC analysis obtained by pre-emphasizing the high frequencies and using a 25.6-ms time window beginning at the consonantal release. In order to insure that the spectral shapes of the synthesized stimuli had configurations similar to those found in natural speech, the onset spectra of the stimuli were fitted to the diffuse-falling and diffuse-rising templates originally developed by Blumstein and Stevens (1979) gross shape of the onset spectrum for place of articulation in natural speech utterances. All of the spectra of the test stimuli containing the diffuse-rising shape fit the diffuse-rising template, as did all of the spectra containing the diffusefalling shape fit the diffuse-falling template.
Two test tapes were constructed using these stimuli--a labeling tape and a discrimination tape. The labeling tape consisted of the random presentation of ten occurrences of Subjects were tested in groups of no larger than four.
All were tested in one session and received the discrimination task followed by the labeling task. Stimuli were presented to subjects via headphones at a comfortable listening level. The perceptual quality of the test stimuli was that of a short syllable containing an initial stop followed by a very short and reduced vowel. No subjects reported that these stimuli did not sound speechlike. For the labeling test, subjects were required to identify the initial consonant as b or d and to write down their responses on the answer sheet provided. Prior to the administration of the test, subjects were presented a block of the 12 stimuli to familiarize themselves with the stimuli to be identified. They were instructed to simply listen to the stimuli, as these constituted the stimulus set, and to note the pace with which they were presented, as the test stimuli would occur at the same rate. The subjects were given no feedback on the identification of any particular stimulus, although they were told that they would hear a 
responses for stimuli containing [b] frequencies and either appropriate diffuse-falling ([b]) spectrum tilt, or inappropriate diffuse-rising ([d]) spectrum tilt, and the right panel corresponds to the number of [d] responses for stimuli containing [d] frequencies and either appropriate diffuse-rising ([d]) spectrum tilt, or inappropriate diffuse-falling ([b]) spectrum tilt. Because we were interested in the change in re-
sponse as a result of the manipulation of spectrum tilt, we included only those scores for subjects in which they scored at least 70% on those stimuli containing appropriate frequencies and shape (i.e., BAB, BIB, BUB, DAD, DID, DUD). Thus we insured that they could reliably identify these brief stimuli when both onset formant frequencies and shape were compatible. All ten subjects met this criterion for the BAB and BUB stimuli, nine did for DID, eight for DAD, seven for DUD, and only two for BIB (see Fig. 3 Table III indicate that with the exception of the [bu] stimuli, subjects' performance represents a reliable shift in stimulus discriminability. Thus subjects are able to discriminate contrasts based on the manipulation of spectrum tilt, although they may not perceive the stimuli as belonging to different phonetic categories.
II. EXPERIMENT
Results of experiment I indicate that while onset formant frequency was the dominant factor in determining the phonetic category to which the subject assigned a particular stimulus, spectral shape was playing some role in the perception process. In particular, the fact that subjects' identification responses were affected by the manipulation of spectrum tilt, and the fact that subjects could reliably discriminate between two stimuli with the same frequency characteristics but different shape configurations suggested that listeners are sensitive to changes in spectral shape. Nevertheless, it is not clear from experiment I to what extent listeners call on shape information to make decisions about the place-of-articulation phonetic dimension. It was the object of experiment II to explore this question. To this end, we needed to use a paradigm that is sensitive enough to show the perceptual effects of subtle differences in the acoustic structure of the stimulus on subjects' categorization of the phonetic dimensions of speech. The selective adaptation paradigm seems to provide such a measure. Using this method, it has been shown that with regard to place of articulation, the perceptual system is sensitive to changes in onset frequency (Bailey, 1975; Sawusch, 1977) , frequency motions (Landahl and Blumstein, 1982) , and vowel contexts (Cooper, 1974; Miller and Eimas, 1976; Sawusch and Pisoni, 1978) . Further, adaptation effects seem to be based primarily upon the acoustic attributes in the signal, rather than on the phonetic label given the stimulus by the subject (Blumstein et al., 1977 ). Thus it should be possible to determine the effects of spectrum tilt on the perception of place of articulation despite the fact that stimuli containing conflicting frequency and spectrum tilt information are labeled by subjects according to their frequency characteris- ally the case that less adaptation is obtained when the adapting and test stimuli are not acoustically isomorphic than when they are (cf. Landahl and Blumstein, 1982, for discussion). Therefore, because HDAD is not acoustically isomorphic with the endpoint stimulus on the test continuum but its acoustic parameters {i.e., frequency and shape} are appropriate for an alveolar consonant, significant [d] adaptation should be obtained, but the magnitude of the effect should be significantly less than adaptation with DAD (which is acoustically isomorphic with an endpoint stimulus on the test continuum). In sum, it is hypothesized that with manipulation of frequency (HDAD), significant adaptation effects would be obtained, whereas with manipulation of shape (DAB), either the direction of adaptation would be altered or no significant adaptation effects would be obtained.
A. Mathods
Eight undergraduates at Brown University served as subjects. All were native speakers of English and had no hearing impairments. One subject had previous experience listening to synthesized speech. The subjects were culled from a group of 20 listeners who were screened to identify a synthetic speech [bo-do] continuum containing brief(40 ms) stimuli in terms of two distinct phonetic categories. Of the 20 listeners, 12 identified the test continuum in a categoricallike fashion, eight were unable to label the endpoints consistently, nor did they show evidence that they perceived two distinct phonetic categories along the test continuum. 
